
 

 

Lowe’s Tech STEAMKit 

Facilitator Instructions and Overview 
 
 

Materials 

• Lowe’s Tech STEAMKits 

• Scissors 

• Tape/Glue 

• Color Pencils/Crayon (optional) 

• Scrap Paper 

• Recording Device (optional) 
 
 
Activities Overview 

30-45 Minutes Coding Dance Dice (will need class set of scissors and tape/glue) 

20-30 Minutes Paper Circuit Art 

  

  

 
Activity Breakdown: Coding Dance Dice 
 
This activity allows scholars a fun way to explore off-screen coding. The concepts are very 
simple but emphasizes sequencing. (When using algorithms in codes, the right order matters 
for the overall code or algorithm to work). 

 
Dice Build 
1. Each scholar will take the time to cut out 

each dice sheet provide in their STEAMkit. 

2. Have scholars fold each black tab and 

connected sides back. 

3. Tape tabs on the inside and corners (for 

extra security).  

4. Emoji Pictures: will represent the dance or 

moves scholars will complete 

5. Hand Pictures: will represent the number of 

times scholars will repeat the movement in 

each sequence 

6. Refer to the dance tutorial video provided to 

see the representation of dance or have 



 

scholars come up with their own representation of each dance sequence.  

Video Link: https://youtu.be/kcTlFvAR33I 

 

 
Game Overview: Group Option 
1. Pass out a scrap piece of paper and writing tool to each scholar. 

2. Divide scholars into groups of 2-4. 

3. Each scholar will roll their pair of dice and record/write down 

the sequence of dance moves and number of times they should 

repeat it.  

4. Scholars will work with teammate(s) to create a unique dance 

sequence based on their combination of emojis written down.  

a. [Note: The order matters in the manner of how each 

scholar rolled their pair of dice. Example: If a scholar 

rolls a “Hit The Whoa” and a “Three” emoji, the group 

must complete the “Hit The Whoa” move three times 

consecutively throughout the dance sequence. They can 

choose how many times that specific sequence is done.] 

 

5. Encourage scholars to do variations on a step and to include 

spatial movements. Require a beginning and ending frozen 

pose. 

6. Once a group has their sequence, allow each group time to practice and record their 

dance sequences as a group. 

7. Use glowsticks as accessories for the dance. Incentives are encouraged! 

8. HAVE FUN! 

 
Game Overview: Individual Option 
1. Pass out a scrap piece of paper and writing tool to each scholar. 

2. Each scholar will roll their pair of dice and record/write down the sequence of dance 

moves and number of times they should repeat it.  

3. Have each scholar complete previous step about 3-5 times, documenting each emoji 

dance and the number of times it should be completed. 

4. Scholars will work to create a unique dance sequence based on their combination of 

emojis written down. [Note: The order only matters in the manner of how each scholar 

rolled their pair of dice. Example: If a scholar rolls a “Hit The Whoa” and a “Three” 

emoji, the scholar must complete the “Hit The Whoa” move three times consecutively 

throughout the dance sequence. They can choose how many times that specific sequence 

is done.] 



 

5. Encourage scholars to do variations on a step and to include spatial movements. Require 

a beginning and ending frozen pose. 

6. Once an individual has their sequence, allow time to practice and record their dance 

sequences. 

7. Use glowsticks as accessories for the dance. Incentives are encouraged! 

8. HAVE FUN! 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Activity Breakdown: Paper Circuit Art 
 
This activity explores simple circuitry with basic materials. The circuit has two ways of being 
assembled and can be modified accordingly based on grade levels completing the activity. 
 
“When you connect an LED to the battery using copper tape, you complete a closed circuit. In a 
closed circuit, electricity can flow through a loop, from the battery, to the LED, and back again, 
causing the LED to light up. If one or more of the connections is broken (for example, one LED 
lead is not touching the copper tape or correct battery wires), this creates an open circuit. 
Electricity cannot flow in an open circuit, so the LED goes out. Finally, if your two segments of 
copper tape touch each other, this creates a short circuit, which would also cause the LED to go 
out.” (Source: https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/paper-circuit) 
 

 
With Copper Tape 
1. Each scholar will take the time to color their 

paper art sheet provide in their STEAMkit. 

2. Have scholars locate their battery, copper tape, 

LED light, and glue dots from their STEAMkit. 

3. Cut one glue dot into 3 pieces (First, cut in half. 

Second, cut on of the halves in half again.) 

4. Place glue dot in position where battery 

placement is indicated and then attach battery to 

paper card. 

5. Place other two glue dots on either side of 

the dot that indicates the placement of the 

LED light. (This will hold the legs of the LED 

light in place so it does not move around) 

6. Look closely at the legs of the LED light. 

The slightly longer leg represents the positive 

(+) flow and the shorter leg represents 

negative (-) flow. 

7. Bend the legs of the LED light and push the light 

through the hole indicated. Align the positive and 

negative legs of the LED light as indicated on card. 

8. Create paths for the positive and negative sides of 

the battery using the copper tape. (Note: Have scholars place a small piece of copper 

tape aside to ‘sandwich’ the ends of the battery wires between so they are secured in 

place. Refer to image below for visual aid).  

 



 

9. Adjust so the light stays lit in the circuit. [Note: If light does not turn on, switch legs of 

LED light to correct paths and make sure the paths are not touching. Reference visual 

aid found below.] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Without Copper Tape 
1. Place glue dot in position where battery placement is indicated and then attach battery 

to paper card. 

2. Place other two glue dots on either side of the dot that indicates the placement 

of the LED light. (This will hold the legs of the LED light in place so it does not move 

around) 

3. Look closely at the legs of the LED light. The slightly longer leg represents the 

positive (+) flow and the shorter leg represents negative (-) flow. 

4. Bend the legs of the LED light and push the light through the hole indicated. 

Align the positive and negative legs of the LED light as indicated on card. 

5. Simply connect the wires of the battery to the correct legs of the LED light and secure on 

the glue dots provided. (Refer to image below for visual aid).  



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU! 

 

 


